INTENTIONS TO HEAL THE FELT NEED FOR CAFFEINE AND/OR NICOTINE
Mo Wheeler and the Energy Healing Partners Team – April, 2018
It may only take a minute to manifest the intentions in this video—and you may find
eliminating caffeine and/or nicotine from your life is much easier than you imagined.
I could be all you have to do is say, “I want irrefutable M∞Os” (“M infinity O’s”). If you
want to know what you are asking for, the video only takes 11 minutes to play; you can
just relax and listen to the unusual sounding as Mo makes the requests to Guidance in
your behalf. M∞Os is described in more detail below.
Dr. Mo Wheeler founded Energy Healing Partners in 2004. Energy Healing Partners is
a nonprofit corporation made up of volunteers and helpers—both seen and unseen—
who are dedicated to co-creating with Higher Power for improved health and well-being
for earth and its inhabitants.
Most of the team are dowsers or intuitives who use those skills to co-create with Higher
Power. The team has worked with Spirit to create intention statements that ask for what
we want—and today the topic is Healing the Felt Need for Caffeine and/or Nicotine.
The statements all start with “I want…..” Here, the “I” is not a person asking, but the
universal oneness that we all are. We ask Spirit if our statement needs more, less or
different words to help make it happen.
Mo has been given the gift of translating the words into sounds that Spirit can use to
manifest our requests. It is completely spontaneous. She reads the statement and
then it happens instantly. Mo has no idea what is going to come out of her. You may
not understand the statements or the sounds you hear, and often Mo doesn’t either!
The good news is that you don’t need to understand them for them to be helpful.
Before we start, we want you to know that the sounds that come through Mo are very
loud and powerful. This could be upsetting to young children and possibly others, so
parental discretion is advised. Also, please do not play the video in your automobile.
The work on this video will be manifested in the cellular system that takes about 27
days for new cells to be reborn. Thus, we ask for your patience regarding the outcome,
and we also appreciate feedback about your experience. If this work is helpful for you,
it may be of interest to many others.
INTENTIONS TO HEAL THE FELT NEED FOR CAFFEINE AND/OR NICOTENE
Mo Wheeler, Lois Fuller, Rebecca Gurland and Merrill Cook – 2/6/18
1. I want energy increased.
2. I want the gravity threads to have the specific gravity viscosity for clear focusing.
3. I want the ability to keep going fueled by chocolate instead of caffeinated beverages.
4. I want the result of this healing to be staying in the present time/space and inbetween and operating as an integrative whole.

5. I want a gold energy field around living beings that attracts only what is absolutely
100% Pure.
6. I want cells to ignore the holographic neuropeptides that are seeking the rush and
only pay attention to nutrients needed for health and well-being.
7. I want the gift of intentionality to promote being an effective creator of positive
choices for the highest good.
8. I want a pentagon around the pituitary gland, and I want it to be absolutely 100%
Pure.
9. I want negative emotions healed in the hologram, and I want negative emotions
prevented from reinforcing chemically in the hologram.
10. I want the transporter terminal selection switching station to be rhythmic, in sync,
uniform, and heartfelt.
11. I want the ET3 addiction to caffeine neutralized. (Note: ET3 is a part of Modian
energy and is absolutely 100% pure.
12. I want no nicotine genes in the DNA and I want the original Evaluator on the net
from the Output Transducer of the Transmitting System to the Input Transducer of the
Receiving System to activate the “can’t live without it” response ONLY as needed for
the highest good in the present time/space and in-between that changes every
millisecond.
13. I want no caffeine genes in the DNA.
14. I want the addition of the 7th dot healed for the highest good. (Note: This happened
ages ago. We have learned that a line of 6 dots has no polarity, but when a 7 th dot is
added one end of the line has a positive charge and the other end is negative. And
polarity was born!)

M∞Os (M Infinity O’s) - Mo Wheeler, Wells Christie and Merrill Cook, 2012
M∞Os is unconditional love—into infinity. M∞Os represents a commitment by Higher
Power to not forsake earth in its time of greatest need. It recognizes the untruths of the
past and heals the traumas that have left us vulnerable. It ushers in the possibility for
everyone, if they so choose, to ascend to a higher vibration and realize full potential.
You can benefit from our energy healing intentions, restore the strengths of your energy
heritage and transmit unconditional love—into infinity—by simply saying, “I want irrefutable
M Infinity O’s.” You are only asking for absolute truth. You only need to say it one time,
and it will be automatically updated:
“I want irrefutable M∞Os.”
Here are some of the many energy-based treatments that are included in M∞Os for
healing various issues affecting the planet and its inhabitants:
Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Smoking Cessation
New Consciousness

The New Human
Supporting Healing for
Viruses and Cancer
DNA Upgrades

Negative Thinking
Climate Change
Earth Movement
Healthy Aging
Earth’s Water
Immune System Upgrade

Post-traumatic Stress
For more healing intentions and information about Energy Healing Partners, visit:
http://healingforearth.com
Please leave comments or questions here.

